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SUSTAINABILITY WHEN REPLACING TABSYS WITH MAINTABLE
MainTable is the ideal tool for a uniform, optimized maintenance of table data from relational databases. In 
line with our company motto, it guarantees „better organized information“ in your company.

MainTable is optimized to replace the maintenance part of a TABSYS table system. 

If you want to replace the entire TABSYS table system - i.e. both the maintenance and access part - our 
table management system TABEX4 offers a comfortable switch to a modern and sustainable system.

YOUR REQUIREMENTS
You are using TABSYS for data maintenance of tables and you want to switch to another table maintenance 
system? 

You want to use a uniform user interface on all operating systems for your data maintenance?

Do you need extensive functionalities for data maintenance?

MainTable meets your requirements.

You will benefit from:

1. User-friendliness

2. Company-wide use

3. Control of all data changes

4. Revision security

5. Customization

6. Stability and reliability
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1 User-friendliness
MainTable offers maximum user-friendliness with a uniform, ergonomic user interface for all operating 
systems. 

In addition to a logical and clear structure, MainTable uses familiar elements of various operating systems. 
Icons and hotkeys are provided for all common functions. Context-related operating elements increase the 
clarity.

The intuitive user interface allows data maintenance to be quickly outsourced to individual departments 
after a short training period, thus saving valuable time and resources.

2 Company-wide use
MainTable allows the connection of an unlimited number of different databases and supports a variety of 
operating systems: 

• Supported databases: DB2, Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, PostgreSQL and Informix

• Supported operating systems: z/OS, BS2000, VSE, Linux, AIX, Solaris and Windows

Due to its platform independence, MainTable can be used company-wide.

3 Control of all data changes
MainTable provides the option of locking an entire table or individual table rows while processing. Based 
on concurrent use, MainTable uses an internal system to ensure that different users cannot make 
simultaneous changes. This safely and reliably prevents unintentional overwriting of changes.

4 Revision security
Complete revision security is offered through approval procedures based on a multiple control principle, 
complete logging, check for referential integrity and data checks using your own validation rules. Revision 
logs provide a complete overview of all data changes.

Evaluations of the revision logs for each batch job are also possible.

5 Customization
The authorization system, user groups, roles and multi-tenant capability enable optimal use in your 
company. External authorization systems such as z/OS-RACF can also be connected. The user interface can 
be individually adapted to your company‘s internal organizational units.

6 Stability and reliability
MainTable guarantees stability and reliability. It is based on TABEX4, BOI‘s high-performance standard 
product. For four decades, TABEX4 and its product predecessors have been in successful and stable 
productive use at numerous top companies.

MainTable is largely independent of changes in the operating system and thus allows sustainable and 
reliable use for many years.
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Would you also like to replace the access part of TABSYS?

With our table management system TABEX4, this is also possible in an uncomplicated and easy way.
TABEX4 is the leading cross-platform standard software for table access with highest performance. 

We are happy to advise you on possible applications.

Easy Switch

Once you have chosen MainTable, you can switch from MainTable to TABEX4 at any time and benefit from 
its outstanding performance advantages. 

MainTable and TABEX4 - Products of BOI Software Entwicklung und Vertrieb GmbH

BOI Software Entwicklung und Vertrieb GmbH has proven its extensive know-how in numerous projects and 
expanded it in long-term relationships with well-known customers from various industries. 

Customer satisfaction is the most important concern. For 40 years BOI has combined highest software 
quality with outstanding service. BOI products are constantly being developed and adapted to market 
requirements.
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